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EXECUTIVE PRODUCER'S NOTE

ODE TO THE ROLE MODEL

W

hen the idea of the Timeless Memories
Exhibition was muted two years ago, I
welcomed it as an addition to WSICE as a
culturally unifying platform. The ﬁrst edition in July
2019, 'Timeless Memories: A Decade of Iconic
Celebration," marked the great man's 85th birthday
and a decade of the WSICE. This July 2020, "Timeless
Memories: The Humanity of WS" again honours Prof
Soyinka and the Humanity essence that drives his
every action.
The Covid-19 Pandemic is the reason WSICE 2020 is a
virtual event. The conference and all activities are
taking place in the digital space. Consequently, this ebook joins the growing body of WSICE publications,
which includes, "That the Future may Live," a
compilation of writings by alumni of the annual 'The
Wole Soyinka Essay' competition; "Memo on our
Future," a compilation of all the winning essays from
the Essay competitions from 2010 to 2018 and "Igho
goes to Farm," a children's book authored by journalist
and celebrated Art columnist, Anote Ajeluorou and

published in conjunction with WSICE for Ws2019.
As with everything we do in the WSICE, this e-book is
designed for mentorship -- a major objective of the
WSICE. The Nobel laureate has always been a
reference point for humanity which is the main reason
we selected him as the pillar of the cultural exchange
project. We were thus elated and greatly honoured
when he accepted.
WS has been a great role model in the ﬁelds of
Literature, Arts and Humanity, so "Timeless
Memories: The Humanity of WS" is very apt and
relevant, especially at this present time.
In the words of WS himself, "It is a touching tribute. It
also ﬁts snugly into your project, speaking quite
objectively."
There can be no higher praise and we are grateful, Sir.
Teju Kareem
Executive Producer, WSICE

SOYINKA AND HIS ART

W

hat does it mean when artists collect other arts, especially those outside their
own practices? Nobel laureate Wole Soyinka avidly collects sculptural and
other visual art forms from Africa as references that are signiﬁcant, not only
for their spatial and temporal denotations but arguably to his dramaturgy and literature.
Diverse in their media and textual tones – stone, clay, bronze, wood and shell, Soyinka’s
collection is deliberately eclectic and reﬂects a persistent practice of adding to his
archives. His choices are not meant to be encyclopedic or historical digests on these art
forms. Rather, they constitute referential visual texts, archives and methods of signifying
cosmic and material times and place. Paying a ention to their lines, motions and
emotions enmeshed in spiritual (particularly Ifa) and cross-cultural references to the
environments they come from, his collection also highlights these art forms as interdisciplinary fonts from which visual and performing arts are imagined and produced.

Excerpted from the Catalogue of WOLE SOYINKA: Antiquities Across Times and Place by
the Curator, Awam Amkpa, Global Network Professor, New York University, USA

The Humanity of WS

H

ow does one celebrate
a man who has given
literally everything in
service to Humanity; to his
motherland, to Africa and to the
advancement of the Arts
globally? What magnitude of
praise or what sort of gift could
one accord a man who has
risked his own very life in the life-drawn ﬁght for the
liberation of others? Perhaps a simple, 'Thank You'
would be appropriate. Give him his roses while he can
still smell it.

the advancement of mankind. Humanity is what Prof.
Oluwole Soyinka is all about and that has been
demonstrated in most of his writings spread across the
various genres of literature. His works are widely read
across the globe; thus, celebrating his values in
concrete terms is a worthy step.

July 2019 marked the beginning of the series starting
with the 'Timeless Memories: A Decade of Iconic
th
Celebration' exhibition, which celebrated the 10
anniversary of the annual Wole Soyinka International
Cultural Exchange, WSICE project as well as Soyinka's
85th birthday. It featured an array of archival images
spanning over 10 years of activities of the WSICE. The
The idea of the “Timeless Memories” exhibition series exhibition was well received; signiﬁcantly recording
was my own personal way of saying THANK YOU to a endance by about 1000 secondary school students
“Kongi” for his service to humanity. The love for in the course of its three-day run.
Humanity is the bedrock of societal development and

In November 2019, the 'Timeless Memories: Elastic
Eﬀects of Wole Soyinka' was staged at Freedom Park,
Lagos. This was during the Lagos Book & Art Festival,
LABAF. It featured illustrative artworks around
Soyinka, alongside a 23-minute documentary video
and a 17ft mural display.

The Living Legends collection:
The E-book also contains a collection of drawings and
paintings of Soyinka contributed by the Olu Ajayi
Studios. The collection is an excerpt from the huge
body of works that the painter Olu Ajayi has harvested
via his unique project, LIVING LEGENDS, designed to
identify, honour and induct prominent, iconic and high
proﬁle Nigerian professionals who have helped to
promote the ideals of the society. Periodically, Ajayi
convenes a group of his colleagues and students to do
live drawings and paintings of cultural icons.
I sincerely hope you will enjoy this publication.

This year's virtual exhibition is titled 'Timeless
Memories; The Humanity of WS'. Drawing its title
from the WSICE theme “I AM because YOU ARE,” the
exhibition aims to reinforce the commitments of
Soyinka to the cause of humanity; as well as the
objective of the WSICE programme; aimed essentially
at mentoring young minds for a be er tomorrow.
To Prof. Wole Soyinka.
This special edition comes with this Art E-Book. The Happy Birthday Sir!
idea is to create worthy memorabilia as we all celebrate
a man that is an embodiment of humanity and grace.
Oludamola Adebowale
Curator: Timeless Memories Series
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The Humanity of WS
Heavy Duty: In the beginning, 'S.A' (Essay)
and Eniola, also known as 'Wild Christian'
(names Wole Soyinka gave his parents in his
famed book Ake: Years of my Childhood
Memories),could not have known that their
th
young son (born July 13 1934),would bring
glory and honour to the family. The Yorùbá
believe in the practice of seeking to know the
destiny of a child after birth (Akosejaye); so
maybe they did see the glory, fame and thorns
in the future of the young Olúwol̩ é. Maybe
they never did. Whatever the case, Akínwándé
Olúwol̩ é Babátúndé Só
̩ yínká was greater than
his parents

The Humanity of WS
Page of Knowledge: Education and
knowledge have always remained
the bedrock of everything Wo̩ l é
Só
̩ yínká stands for. Apart from being
a global literature giant, he has also
consistently fought for the
recognition of education as means of
empowerment at every stage in his
life. This recognition is at the very
core of the WSICE Project that aims to
empower the young ones through
education mental development.

The Humanity of WS

The WS in us all: Children are the
leaders of tomorrow. If the present
leaders have failed the children of
today, the best way to secure the
future is to properly arm the
children of today and the ones
coming with quantitative and
qualitative education for a be er
tomorrow. The 'WS' brand
presents itself as a catalyst for
change for a be er tomorrow for
every child.

The Humanity of WS

The Humanity of WS: The glory
of the sun is reﬂected in the energy
that feeds everything living. The
humanity of WS is reﬂected in the
enthronement of knowledge as the
meansof having children
presen hemselves as forces to be
reckoned with in any every level of
the society.

The Humanity of WS
Rivers of Life: One method of
imparting civilization or locating
any se lement during early
migration in Yoruba land is the
presence of waters, of ﬂowing
rivers. Where there is water, there is
life. The importance of Education is
like a ﬂowing river. It shows the
possibility of life and growth. For
any society to live and ﬂourish,
there has to be a ﬂow of education
and knowledge in a proper
direction.

The Humanity of WS
Flying Books: One of the important
jobs of a writer is constant penning
down of thoughts in a book. These
books, like angels, ﬂy out of their
comfort zone and give life and
inspiration to other people. This
creative cycle of life has to be fueled
with constant work and a well robust
imagination.

Wo̩lé S̩óyínká as a

writer has kept life in constant
rotation with scores of literary works
he has out there.

The Humanity of WS

Concrete Foundation:
“Books and all forms of
writing are terror to those
who wish to suppress the
truth” –Só
̩ yínká

The Humanity of WS

Go forth and Shine Só
̩ yínká!: In 1986, the son of
“Essay and Wild Christian” brought honour and
placed Nigeria on world map when he won the
Nobel Prize for Literature; becoming the 1

st

African to win the prestigious award. The name
Wol̩ é Só
̩ yinká became a symbol of literacy. The
award ceremony was held in Sweden. As a true
Egba man, he was dressed in a Aso-oﬁ (danshiki)
traditional outﬁt for the ceremony.

The Humanity of WS
All for National Interest,but they
won't understand:In 1967, at the age
of 33 Só
̩ yínká travelled to the creeks
to meet General Ojukwu to talk
about the planned secession of
Biafra and how to stop a looming
civil war. On his return back to
Lagos, he was arrested by the
Federal military government and
detained for 33 Months in a Military
conﬁnement. His book “The Man
Died”is a collection of his prison
notes from the incident. Never stop
writing!

The Humanity of WS
Death and the King's Horseman:
Premiered on March 1st 1975, the play,
'Death and the King's Horseman'is one of
Soyinka's important plays that
questions the concept of the 'Aba
Obaku' in Yoruba culture.

The

'Abobaku' tradition in old Yoruba
tradition allows the Oba to be buried
with his closest counsel when he dies.
Writing as a form of interrogation,
S̩óyínká questions the very core of
Yoruba tradition with his writings

The Humanity of WS

Mbari Club 'Original Dugbe
Market': In 1961, a group of
young writers and creative
individuals came together to
form a gathering that would help
them in producing more creative
works and a space where they
can express themselves
creatively. It was called the
'Mbari Club'

The Humanity of WS
NADECO Route 1993–1998: Known for his
unrestricted vocal opposition to any form of
oppression and tyranny, Só
̩ yínká and a few wellmeaning but political and human rights
Nigerians were hunted byGeneral Sani Abacha
during his reign of terror when he was Nigeria's
Military head of state, between (1993-1998).Scores
of people were maimed, murdered,
andimprisoned unlawfully. At the peak of the
struggle, Wole Soyinka ﬂed Nigeria on a bike
through what would later be known as the
'NADECO Route,' an escape route mapped by
the National Democratic Coalition.

The Humanity of WS

The Hunter in his comfort Zone: A
master of art and of his forest,
Só
̩ yinká's home A.R. I (Autonomous
Residence of Ijegba) in the forested
section of Kenta Housing Estate in Idi
Aba area of Abeokuta, Ogun State, is a
safe haven for literary and creative
expression. As a hunter, Só
̩ yínká also
expresses his freedom and his hunting
skills as he hunts, once a while, in the
forest around his house.

The Humanity of WS

Towards a Be er Future: One of the
important agenda of the WSICE Project
and personal dream of Só
̩ yínká is to
have a be er Nigeria for generations to
come.

A be er future and safe

environment where the citizens will be
free to express their creative minds and
mostly for children to be safe to dream
big and wild without any form of
inhibitions or intrusion in their natural
growth.

The Humanity of WS

The Man Lived!:'The Man Died'
was wri en after spending 33
months in solitary conﬁnement
on alleged treason charges by
the Federal Government for
doing nothing. This art piece is
a re-creation of the 1st interview
S̩ ó yínká granted after his
release from prison in 1968.
Here he is seen granting an
interview at his residence at the
University of Ibadan.

LIVING LEGENDS by OLU AJAYI
2008: Prof Wole Soyinka was the ﬁrst recipient of the THE LIVING
LEGEND award. The award was instituted by Living Icon Foundation, an
initiative of Olu Ajayi, one of Nigeria's leading artists. The award is
designed to induct into the body of Art these reputable individuals that
have excelled in their chosen careers or vocations and used their fame or
fortune to help society (humanistic ideals) with not less than 30-year
record. A recipient is thus documented live by over a dozen frontline
artists -- painters and sculptors -- to capture the essence of the legend.
Others who have been so honoured are: Oba Erediauwa of Benin
Kingdom; Professor J.P Clark; Chief Mrs. Solanke (SAN); Prof . Yusuﬀ
Grillo; Dr. Bruce Onobrakpeya; General Yakubu Gowon, Dr. David Dale
(now late). The works are kept for a future publication (coﬀee table-book).
The project is ongoing; over 80 artists have participated.

The spirit ...oil on canvas by Olu Ajayi 2008

Contemplation by Olu Ajayi

Ben Osaghae at work

Meditation by David Dale

Olu Ajayi painting Prof life

Untitled oil on canvas by Duke Asidere

Meditation by David Dale

Work by Osazuwa Osagie

Ben Osaghae in action

Osazuwa Osagie at work

Charcoal on paper, by Dr David Dale

In the Living Legends session

Conversation with self

Untitled oil on canvas by Duke Asidiere

Acrylic on Canvas by Odun

Untitled scripture in Clay by Tom. Iduakhine

Charcoal on paper by Edosa Oguigo 2008
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